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Robert Hanson, newly inaugurated president of WSU. 
N N AN 
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Hanson Speaks On Future 
Of WSU In Inaugural Address 
by Carl Simons our youth that order in society is 
Photos by Rod Lindberg both essential and inevitable," 
declared Dr. Hanson, "but at the 
Dr. Robert A. Hanson was same time, teach them how to 
formally inaugurated as eleventh develop or enhance a system in 
president in Winona State Univer- which equality of opportunity is a 
sity history in New Memorial Hall reality. These then are the unique 
Friday afternoon in a well-planned and vital roles of institutions such as 
ceremony filled with much pomp. Winona State University." 
His inaugural address, the 	Governor Rudy Perpich officially 
planned climax of the formal affair, invested Dr. Hanson as the new 
was filled with much about the president during the ceremony and 
problems our society has faced and spoke about the great learning 
the future of education at Winona tradition established in Winona. 
State and other colleges. "With such a heritage of education 
(the first normal school west of the 
Dr. Hanson cited the public's Mississippi River was founded here 
disenchantment with higher educa- in 1858) it is no wonder Winona 
tion and the resulting insistence of State has become the fine institu-
students for "relevant" courses. 	tion it is," said Perpich. 
"Relevance," said the new WSU 
president, "has evolved into mean- 	Among the many other dignitar- 
ing a direct assistance in securing ies who were gathered for the 
employment upon graduation." 	occasion were Dr. Garry Hays, 
Chancellor of the Minnesota State 
The programs which assure University system, former WSU 
immediate employment (accounting, president Robert DuFresne, St. 
computer science, and business Mary's College President Brother 
administration were mentioned) Peter Clifford, College of St. Teresa 
have skyrocketed, according to Dr. President Sister Joyce Rowland, 
Hanson, whereas "those involved in and Minnesota State University 
discovery of the great truths of the President Kennon V. Rothchild. 
ages, such as philosophy, literature, 
and history have declined." 	 Dr. Hays explained to the 
audience that Dr. Hanson was given 
The new president, who has the charge of seeing that the 
served Winona State since his mission of Winona State is accomp-
appointment August 1, 1977, ex- lished. The chancellor urged the 
horted WSU's student body and new president to take on "the 
college students everywhere to responsibility of leadership and of 
"learn to appreciate the humanistic vision" that the job of president 
achievements of mankind (litera- requires. 
ture, art, music, and theater) so that 
the ecological and sociological pres- 	Outlined by Dr. Hays were some 
sures resulting from materialism of the goals he feels WSU's 
may be lessened, and so that the president should have. They in- 
students' lives may be enriched." 	eluded; to develop the students' 
ability to communicate, to develop 
Dr. Hanson warned his listeners student appreciation for other 
that the minds of our young people cultures, to contribute to the 
must be developed to their fullest so cultural and community needs of 
that the great problems we face Winona, to cooperate with other 
may one day be conquered. institutions, and to utilize all 
available resources to provide 
"We must find ways of teaching quality and service in education. 
is 
Dr. DuFresne places Presidential Medallion around President Hanson's Gov. Rudy Perpich congratulates Dr. Hanson. 
neck. 
For All Your 
Paraphernalia 
Needs... 
ALL MACRAME 
SUPPLIES ON SALE 
FOR '/2 PRICE 
A fish called a rabbit fish has teeth resembling a rabbit 
AT THE BOOKSTORE 
BOOK BAGS 
We have just received a supply of new book 
bags — priced just right for you. Many 
styles and colors to choose from. 
UMBRELLAS 
Be prepared for April showers. Select your 
new umbrella from our Special Display. 
HALF PRICE BOOK SALE 
If you are looking for some good reading and 
reference books, don't miss looking through 
these half -price sale books. 
FRAMED ROCKWELL PRINTS 
Don't miss our special display of Rockwell 
prints and portraits now being offered for 
only $3.00. Ideal as a gift, sold in other 
stores to $6.95. 
WARM UP SHIRTS 
A new style of warm up shirts and sweaters 
are now in stock. Be in style for spring. 
Hauenstein, Pfeiffers, 
Western, Wisconsin 
Premium, Old Milwaukee 
Bud 
Beverage 
Headquarters 
Blatz, Schlitz, Miller 
Schmidt, Old Style 
Special Export, Pabst 
VALENTINES 
WINONA LIQUOR STORE 
Celebrating 40 Years At The Same Location! 
• Chilled Wines, Domestic and Imported 
• Beers and Liquors 
• Also Special Attention to Parties, Banquets and Receptions. 
• We Deliver 
Stop in and see our expanded wine section 
Wayne & Sandy 
Valentine 	 452-6067 
Prop. 
157 E. Third St. 
Est. 1938 
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Official Notices 
PART-TIME STUDENT GRANTS information please contact the 
FOR SPRING QUARTER 
	
Student Financial Aid Office, 108 
Somsen.  
Accessible Facilities for 
Handicapped 
If you are enrolled at Winona 
State University on a part-time 
basis this Spring quarter, you may 
be eligible to receive a grant in the 
amount of your tuition and fees. 
Under a recently announced pro-
gram, the State of Minnesota is 
offering part-time student grants to 
financially needy Minnesota resi-
dents who are enrolled in good 
standing less than full time, 
pursuing a course of study leading 
to a recognized degree, and who are 
ineligible for other state or federal 
gift assistance. 
These awards will be made by the 
Student Financial Aid Office on a 
first-come, first-served basis as soon 
as the rules and regulations for this 
new program are finalized and the 
money is available. 
For applications and further 
DONALDSONS 	April 12 (Wednesday) 
BURROUGHS CORP. April 13 (Thursday) 
RATH MEATS 
RADIO SHACK 
TARGET STORES 
UPJOHN 
IDS 
SPURGEONS 
J.C. PENNEY 
SIRLOIN STOCKADE 
WORLD BOOK 
IDS  
SPRING AND 
SUMMER GRADUATES 
Students who plan to be Spring 
graduates and have not filed an 
"Application for Graduation", please 
do so immediately in the Registrar's 
Office, 228 Somsen. 
Students who expect to graduate 
first or second summer session may 
"walk through" the spring com-
mencement exercise on May 27, 
1978. 
Summer session graduates who 
wish to take advantage of this must 
file an Application for Graduation in 
the Registrar's Office no later than 
4:00 p.m., Monday, May 8. This 
deadline is absolute because the 
commencement program must go to 
the printers on that date. 
Management Trainees 
Marketing positions in equipment 
and mini-computer industry 
Account Managers (all majors) 
Management Trainees 
Management Trainees 
Sales 
Sales 
Management Trainees 
Management Trainees' 
Management Trainees 
Sales (Fulltime and summer positions) 
by Susan Lerberg 
Physically or mentally handicap-
ped students will find Winona State 
University's (WSU) facilities more 
accessible next year. 
WSU President Robert Hanson 
announced last summer that WSU is 
"committed to the spirit and intent" 
of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, 
Section 504, which states, "No 
otherwise qualified handicapped 
individual...solely by reason of his 
handicap...be subjected to discrim-
ination under any program or 
activity receiving federal financial 
assistance." 
WSU is presently receiving 
Health, Education and Welfare 
Department (HEW) money for 
student financial aid and scholarship 
grants. 
Hanson appointed Norman Deck-
er, Vice-President for Administra-
tive Affairs, to implement the law as 
the "University 504 Coorinator." 
"Handicapped" refers to physical 
and mental impairments. It includes 
blindness, deafness, epilipsy, being 
crippled, having heart disease, 
emotional illness, or perceptual 
The State University System will 
fund 30 projects for the improve-
ment of teaching and learning, 
announced chancellor Garry D. 
Hays. The total of the projects 
funded for the 1977-78 fiscal year is 
$223,627.  
difficulties. 
Major remodeling will be neces-
sary for WSU to comply with 
Section 504. According to David 
Tatel, Director, National Office for 
Civil Rights, the regulations "re-
quire that enough buildings or parts 
of buildings be made accessible so 
handicapped persons can participate 
in the activity being supported by 
HEW funds." Tatel noted in his 
letter to WSU, however, "The 
object is to make the programs of an 
institution accessible, not every 
classroom or dormitory room." 
Major remodelling will be done on 
Somsen Hall, Phelps Hall, and the 
Prentis-Lucas dormitory. 
Somsen hall will require the 
installation of a new elevator, at a 
cost of more than $60,000, according 
to the Transition Plan to impliment 
Section 504. 
Two ramps will be built allowing 
paraplegics to use the basement and 
main floors of Phelps Hall. The first 
ramp will descend from the ground 
level to the basement, into the 
woodworking room. The second will 
go from the ground level to the main 
floor, so that students would have 
will assist students directly and 
others will assist faculty in teaching 
basic skills. 
Winona State's allocation was 
divided into: $360 to Lois Bueler, 
director of a Writing Lab project;  
access to admissions offices. 
Prentis-Lucas has been desig-
nated as the official handicapped 
dormitory. According to John 
Ferden, Housing Director, Prentis-
Lucas will be the most economical 
dorm to remodel because "it already 
has a ramp, elevator, and two fire 
exits that are easily accessible to 
anyone." 
"Approximately eight new rooms 
will be constructed after Spring 
quarter, specifically designed for 
handicapped students," Ferden 
said. 
In a somewhat awed tone, Ferden 
explained, "There are thousands of 
little details that make normal 
dorms impossible for a paraplegic." 
While shuddering at the immense 
cost of this project, ($22,000 to 
remodel Prentis-Lucas alone) Fer-
den quietly reflected, "Well, I think 
that this is expensive, but it's only 
just. Try to imagine yourself in a 
wheelchair, isolated from vast 
portions of the campus. Unless you 
have two people to carry you and 
your wheelchair up stairwells, those 
areas might as well be inaccessible 
islands to you." 
$20,000 to Leland McMillen, direc-
tor of a Learning and Study Skills 
Program; and $4180 to John Lewis 
and Michael Gieska, directors of an 
Improvement of Evaluation of 
Student Academic Achievement 
Program. 
B.A. INTERVIEWS ON CAMPUS 
April 14 (Friday) 
April 18 (Tuesday) 
April 19 (Wednesday) 
April 21 (Friday) 
April 26 (Wednesday) 
April 27 (Thursday) 
May 4 (Thursday) 
May 10 (Wednesday) 
May 11 (Thursday) 
May 17 (Wednesday( 	Sales 
Project Funding Includes WSU 
Funding for these projects was 
obtained from the reallocation of 
resources within the State Univer-
sity System and was approved by 
the 1977 legislature. The appropria-
tion totaled $330,751 for the 1977-78 
year and $221,347 for the second 
year of the biennium. 
The improvement of teaching and 
learning is one of the goals which 
has been established by the State 
University Board. This program 
represents a systemwide approach 
to such curricular efforts as 
increasing student literacy, impro-
ving general studies, and retraining 
faculty. 
An advisory group was estab-
lished to develop guidelines for the 
proposals which were solicited from 
faculty and administrators on each 
campus. Top priority was given to 
those projects which would improve 
basic skills. Some of these projects 
B.S. INTERVIEWS ON CAMPUS 
DUNDEE, IL PUBLIC SCHOOLS 	April 20 (Thursday) 	Elementary & Secondary majors 
WRENSHALL, MN SCHOOLS 	April 26 (Wednesday) English/with coaching, basketball 
and football (either head or asst.) 
Seniors registered with Placement Services sign up 
for interview time as soon as possible. 
SENIORS GRADUATING FALL QUARTER, 1978 
The Winona State University Placement Department, 
110 Gildemeister Hall, will have meetings for 
students desiring assistance in seeking a job after 
graduation, as follows: 
WEDNESDAY, MAY 3 
10:00 a.m. 	Teacher Candidates 
11:00 a.m. 	Business and all other Arts & 
Sciences Department candidates 
7:00 p.m. 	Any major 
All meetings are scheduled for the conference room 
in the Placement Department. 
Bill Porter carrying out one of the daily chores of wild turkey research. 
Here he checks up on one of the 75 turkeys that have radios banded on to 
their back. 
•-• Y O U 
CAN'T TOP THIS! 
MEN'S, WOMEN'S, BOYS' TOP SALE 
SALE RUNS WED, APRIL 12 THRU SAT, APRIL 15 
EVERY SHIRT, TOP OR 
BLOUSE. MEN'S, WOMEN'S OR BOYS' 
BUY ONE AT REGULAR PRICE 
AND GET A SECOND SHIRT, 
TOP OR BLOUSE 
OF EQUAL OR LESSER 
VALUE FOR  
OFF 
   
CORNER MAIN & PLAZA WEST DOWNTOWN 
WHAT'S NEW 
UNDER THE SUN? 
Sunjuns! The new Bass sandals with 
the flexible, lightweight sole that bounces 
along like a breeze. Great fashion looks, 
rugged durability and excellent fit are built 
into every pair by the famed craftsmen at Bass. 
Count on Sunjuns to keep you cool and 
comfortable through a season full of sun days. 
affeyra gitoe.s 
69 PLAZA WEST DOWNTOWN WINONA 
Apri112, 1978 
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Wild Turkeys Can Be Stalked South Dakota To 
by John Hotzfield 
For the first time in Minnesota's 
history, hunters will have a chance 
to stalk the wild version of what we 
feast on every Thanksgiving Day. 
Bill Porter, who has been in charge 
of the research that has been 
conducted on the wild turkey 
population in southeastern Minne-
sota for the past four years said that 
there has not been a substantial 
population of wild turkeys in 
Minnesota "For a 100 years or 
better." 
The Minnesota Department of 
Natural Resources, DNR, has ac-
quired a total of 70 wild turkeys 
between 1964-74 from four different 
states; Arkansas, Nebraska, Mis-
souri, and South Dakota. These wild 
birds were transplanted in two 
different parts of southeastern 
Minnesota; Crooked Creek Valley, 
which is in Houston County, south of 
Winona, and Whitewter Valley, 
north of Winona. "As of this spring 
we now have 5,000 wild turkeys in 
Minnesota," according to Porter. 
Porter is a graduate student at 
the University of Minnesota work-
ing towards his degree in Ecology 
and Behavioral Biology. He has 
recently received a $2,000 grant 
from the National Wild Turkey 
Federation. He was given a $600 
grant from the Minnesota Chapter 
of the same organization. Porter has 
also received support from the 
University of Minnesota, the DNR, 
the Minnesota Big Game Club, and 
the Minnesota State Archery Asso- 
ciation. 
Porter explained that the turkeys 
"number one problem is surviving 
during the winter. Predation is not a 
very important mortality factor," he 
added. The reason for this is that 
there are only four predators in 
Minnesota, the eagle, Great Horned 
owl, fox, and coyote. And even these 
predators have a tough time 
handling an adult turkey because of 
its size. (A male averages 20 pounds 
and a female averages 10-12 
pounds.) 
Porter pointed out that each 
spring a hen will lay "eleven eggs on 
the average," and that about "90% 
of those eggs hatch." The eggs will 
then have to be incubated for 28 
days and usually hatch in late May 
or early June. 
Because this is the first Wild 
Turkey hunting season ever in the 
state of Minnesota, only 420 permits  
were given to the over 11,000 
hunters that applied for a turkey 
permit. The season will last from 
April 22-May 6, and will be split up 
into three five-day seasons. There 
will be two hunting zones and this 
means that hunters can only pick 
one of the five-day hunting seasons 
and one of the zones to hunt in. This 
allows 70 hunters to hunt in the six 
different seasons. Porter predicts 
that "20-40% of the hunters will 
probably be successful." Only 
"bearded", or male turkeys can be 
hunted. 
Porter stated that the wild 
turkeys will eat under "the rule of 
thumb, anything the size of your 
thumb or smaller, a turkey will eat 
it." 
Porter summed up the future of 
the wild turkey in Minnesota with 
an optimistic note; "the population 
is exploding," and "the future looks 
very good." 
The Higher Education Coordina-
ting Board has adopted a new 
reciprocal tuition agreement with 
South Dakota to take effect in the 
1978-79 school year and approved 
the renewal of existing agreements 
with Wisconsin and North Dakota. 
Under the reciprocal tuition 
agreements, students will be able to 
attend public post-secondary educa-
tion institutions in the neighboring 
states at in-state tuition rates. The 
agreements cover all students —
full-time, part-time, undergraduate, 
graduate, and professional, except 
for programs where either state has 
contracted for a guaranteed number 
of spaces in the other state. 
The Minnesota-South Dakota 
agreement, which culminates sev-
eral years of negotiations between 
the two states, was approved by the 
South Dakota Legislature last 
winter. The Coordinating Board 
approved the proposed agreement 
last November; however, the South 
Dakota Legislature added a 5 
percent cap on Minnesota enrollees 
in the schools of law and medicine. 
Public higher education institu-
tions are covered under the  
agreement. Public technical insti-
tutes are not covered, but efforts to 
develop reciprocal arrangements 
with vocational-technical authorities 
in South Dakota are anticipated. 
Minnesota and Wisconsin have 
participated in reciprocity since 
1969. All public higher education 
institutions in the two states and 
area vocation-technical institutes 
are covered under the agreement. 
The Minnesota-North Dakota agree-
ment has been in effect since 1975. 
Public collegiate institutions in the 
two states are included but AVTI's 
are not covered. 
Reciprocal tuition agreements are 
designed to enhance access to 
post-secondary education programs 
for residents of participating states, 
to expand the range of programs 
available and to promote greater 
economy of state finances. 
The agreements, which are ad-
ministered by the University of 
Minnesota Board of Regents, the 
State University Board and the 
State Board for Community Col-
leges. The Minnesota-Wisconsin 
agreement also must be ratified by 
the State Board for Vocational 
Education. 
Join Reciprocy 
Program 
by Sue Ripley 
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Three Bands for 41/2 Hours 
Daisy Dillman Overwhelms SMC Crowd!! 
At SMC last Sunday night three 
bands played for 4 1/2 hours before a 
capacity crowd. Two of the bands 
are movin' up in the world while the 
other one has changed little in the 
last few years. 
The North Country Band, long a 
Winona area favorite, started the 
evening off up to expectations. They 
gave the crowd a show worthy of a 
headliner rather than a warmup 
band. The only complaint heard in 
the audience was that North 
Country seemed to be cut short. 
Heartsfield, a midwest area band 
with a variety of music moods, gave 
the audience a show reminiscent of 
past concerts. They played little in 
the way of new material, and 
seemed to rely on their albums, all 
of which are a couple of years old or 
older, for all their material. 
On the other hand, Daisy Dillman, 
on their way up to national 
recognition, was truly the headliner 
at Sunday night's concert. Along 
with songs such as Borderbound and 
Mexican Nights (not to forget their 
contribution to "Minnesota Swing" 
in Flying Solo) off their recently 
released album, Steve Solmonson 
told of getting the O.K. for a second 
album to be produced in June, and 
gave the crowd a preview of it with 
"Blackbird" and "Good Woman". 
Pat Frederick, whose fingers 
seem to fly across the fiddle while 
he sways with the music. over-
whelmed the crowd with his solos. 
A few discrepancies in the 
evening were noted. While North 
Country and Daisy Dillman were 
not on long enough, the M.C. for the 
evening was on much too long. The 
lighting was slow with the operators 
seemingly unable to figure out who 
to put the spots on. Also, Hearts-
field had many problems with their 
sound. 
The discrepancies were minor 
though, and everyone left somewhat 
drained from a long evening of 
outstanding entertainment. Of 
course, everyone is ready to go 
again as soon as possible. 
by Rod Lindberg 
Photo Editor 
4 
"Is that a calculator in your pocket...or 
are you glad to see me...?" 
FL A 
YOU KNOW, IN FILL ME 
'MAU. I'VE KNOWN YOU, I'VE 
NEVfiR SEEN You NnitI ■A-OUT THAT 
I.N REVR, E" tfist/It IT 13°E5  
D►S ADVANTAGES... 
Uri 
 	( 	  
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Opinions Thinking about something different? Do you march to the beat of a different drummer? Let's hear from you. 
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Editorial 	A Few Things... 
A FEW THINGS... 
The presidential inauguration last 
Friday was quite impressive and 
well done. Too bad not everyone 
was given the opportunity to 
witness it. Though I do not know 
how many classes were held Friday 
afternoon, two in particular were 
brought to my attention. A class in 
vertebrate fauna was held from one 
to four "whether you are here or 
not." There was also a law class held 
where it was stated prior to Friday 
that those who did not show up 
would be required to write up ten 
extra briefs. 
Dr. Hanson's memo about not 
having classes past noon was sent 
around early enough for instructors 
to compensate for Friday. Granted, 
many of the students may not have 
gone to the inauguration from these 
classes, but they were not given the 
chance without paying a penalty. 
Elsewhere in this week's paper is 
a story about the administration's 
policy and attempts at helping make 
the university more accessible to 
handicapped students. I can only 
praise them for their efforts. 
Unfortunately, I cannot say the 
same for some of the students. In  
particular is the use of those 
parking spaces marked "handi-
capped only" around the campus by 
off-campus persons. Since handi-
capped persons are given a sticker 
for their cars that would allow them 
to park in these spaces, it is quite 
easy to pick out those using these 
spaces indiscriminately. Maybe we 
should start putting pictures of the 
offenders cars in the paper, or just 
their plates, in an attempt to 
embarrass them. 
Now, in order to put some rumors 
and stories to rest, I shall tell you 
the story of the concert that almost 
was. 
Plans for an eight hour concert in 
the football field had taken shape 
with the approval of the administra-
tion for the use of the field already 
given. On April third, members of 
SCAC went before the Winona City 
Council to let them know of the 
concert plans. This was only for the 
information of the council as no 
permits were needed. The council 
wished them good luck. Soon after 
this there appeared an effort by the 
community to stop the concert. 
Though this effort was not formal-
ized into a group, its impact was 
enough to cause the administration  
to decide to cancel the concert. 
(more on this next week.) 
The main concerns seemed to be 
noise, crowd control, and the influx 
of people from outside Winona. 
They were also worried about this 
taking place near a residential area. 
Maybe we should consider the noise 
To the Editor of the Winonan: 
I was delighted to read Pat 
Jarman's sensible and clear propo-
sal for a "Transitional-Quarter" 
English course in your issue of 
March 29th. This kind of student 
suggestion is always welcome. We 
in the Department have been 
concerned about the problems she 
mentions and have discussed a 
number of ways of meeting them, 
including instituting this sort of 
course. There are a number of 
reasons we haven't done this in the 
past, chief among them the belief 
that such a course would need to be 
scheduled when we are least able to 
add extra courses — i.e., during the 
Test 
Your Pot 
To Whomever It May Concern: 
To have your marijuana tested for 
the herbicide paraquat, send a 
2-tablespoon sample to: Metro Drug 
Awareness, Room 501, 250 So. 4th 
St., Minneapolis, Minnesota 55415. 
With this sample, include a four-
digit number of your choice. After 
three or four days, call (507)348-
8027 and tell them your four-digit 
number. They then will give you the 
results of your test. Paraquat is a 
herbicide the U.S. government has 
been spraying on marijuana in 
Mexico. Paraquat causes irrever-
sible lung damage. 
Larry Kardon 
(Ed. Note — According to indepen-
dent testing of this type nationwide, 
it appears paraquat is prevalent 
only in the west coast areas, but if 
you've acquired any Mexican lately 
it couldn't hurt to check it. — R.L.) 
created by the powerboat races for 
two summers in a row. The noise 
from the races could be heard across 
the river in Wisconsin (the races 
take place in Lake Winona). During 
the races there is a very large influx 
of people from outside Winona. The 
same can be said of Steamboat 
Days. With the noise and crowds 
busy fall quarter, and doubt that it 
would draw enough students to 
justify the faculty time. However, 
we may yet change our minds. 
Meanwhile, we are trying to meet 
these needs through our language 
laboratory, which is an integral part 
of most of our freshman composition 
courses. In the laboratory, we 
attempt to help with many of the 
problems Ms. Jarman mentions. 
And further help is on the way. 
Professor Lois Bueler of our 
department has just been awarded a 
grant which will enable her, this 
year, with the help of Professor 
Michael Meeker, to develop indivi-
dualized materials in basic writing 
skills for the laboratory and, next 
I believe that as an intramural 
participant I represent a fairly large 
portion of this student body. I also 
believe that we should receive some 
sort of coverage in the Winonan. 
I don't demand explicit coverage 
of every game, but a weekly account 
of the teams standings would be 
helpful not only to the intramural 
program, but to the participants as 
well.  
that line the parade route as it 
winds its way through residential 
areas, maybe some citizens should 
get together to have the parade 
stopped because of noise, crowd 
control and the influx of "those 
people". WSU wasn't even given a 
chance. 
Rod 
year, 1) to design and test a 
program for training English majors 
to design individualized materials 
for teaching basic writing skills and 
to act as supervised tutors in the 
laboratory, and 2) to develop and 
test an individualized remedial 
course in basic English to provide 
preparation for freshman composi-
tion. If the latter part of Professor 
Bueler's project works out, we may 
yet have a course which will enable 
us to respond when, as Ms. Jarman 
so eloquently puts it, "The aching 
hearts and longing eyes of these 
needy students are crying, 'English 
Department — Help!' " 
Yours sincerely, 
James W. Nichols 
Chairperson, Dep't of English 
I realize that you often have 
inadequate space for all your news 
materials. However I sincerely feel 
that many people would appreciate 
this small service if you could 
provide it. 
Thank you. 
Torn Hunt — Junior 
Mark Hildebrant — Sophomore 
Letters to the Editor 
English Dept. 
Welcomes Student Proposal 
Intramural Coverage 
Dear Editor, 
	 Wanted 
PERFECT SYMBOLS OF LOVE 
Your Keepsake engagement diamond is guaran-
teed in writing for perfect clarity, fine white color 
and precise cut... registered permanently and 
protected against loss. You can choose no finer 
diamond ring. 
Keepsake 
Registered Diamond Rings 
LeRoy's Jewelry 
163 Lafayette 
Phone 454-1451 
Rings from $200 to $10,000 	
Trade.M•rk Reg 
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Arts Etc. 
"Coma" Terrifies, Fascinates Bluegrass, Rock 
comes to LaCrosse 
The 1st Annual Downhome Fest, 
April 15 at the Sawyer Auditorium, 
LaCrosse, Wis., will feature per-
formances by the Earl Scruggs 
Review, Doug Kershaw, Monroe 
Doctrine, Wet Behind the Ears, and 
the North Country Band. 
The fest, from 3 p.m to 11 p.m. 
will include "downhome fixin's" such 
as chicken barbequed over an open 
pit. A bar will be open to adults 18 
and older. 
Tickets can be purchased at the 
Auditorium and at regular Auditor-
ium ticket outlets. Adults $5.00, 
children 2.00 in advance, $5.50 and 
$2.50 the day of show. 
TV Expands 
TV programming from WSU will 
soon be bigger and better according 
to Barbara and John Fisk, instruc-
tors in film and television. Station 
WECC, Channel 12 has expanded its 
daily programming from three to 
about eight hours a day. 
Students will produce shows 
including "What's Up", "The Other 
Sex", "Winona in Sports", "Inside 
Out", "30 Minutes", and local sports 
programs. Athletic events, music 
shows, rock performances, and 
theater pieces will be covered in 
remote productions. 
External Study programs and 
five new educational series will also 
be broadcast. 
Coma, by Robin Cook, is sus-
penseful, intriguing, and fascina-
ting. The story moves from exciting 
to terrifying and you find yourself 
reading faster and faster as the 
tension mounts. Your heart pounds 
as you move with the main 
character through harrowing exper-
iences. 
The author's writing is so visual 
that you feel as if you are seeing a 
movie. It's electrifying in its 
presentation of scenes and action. 
You search for answers with the 
heroine; you guess at the possibili- 
ties; you suspect everyone of being 
involved, and you analyze each 
character. A sudden relief comes 
when she discovers the answer to 
why healthy surgery patients are 
lapsing into comas. 
Then as the horror settles in, you 
read hesitatingly. When it ends you 
are shocked, stunned and mortified. 
The author ends with a note 
which relates the unbelievable 
events of this fiction story with the 
reality of today. 
Cook's characterizations are viv- 
This is the tenth yerr that Satori 
has been in existence. The magazine 
involves students iti compiling 
material, laying it out and preparing 
it for print. Contributions to the 
magazine are from faculty and 
students, and include creative 
writing, artwork, and photography. 
Orval Lund, advisor to the 
magazine for the past five years, 
said, "There have not been a lot of 
changes. Student contributions  
id, his descriptions exacting. 
The author is an opthalmologist, a 
graduate of the School of Surgery. 
He writes with perfection and 
understanding of attitudes, ideas 
and hospital layouts. He writes with 
conviction and caring. He is 
concerned about women's roles in 
medicine, but the book is not taken 
over in defense of women's libera-
tion. 
Coma is a suspensful, interesting 
book. I recommend it to everyone. 
What kind of changes would they 
like to see in the future? "In spite of 
rising printers costs, we have tried 
to keep costs down. The magazine is 
printed in black and white, but color 
would be nice." 
Asked if the subject matter has 
changed over the years, Lund 
replied, "Oh, perhaps in the late 60's 
there might have been a slight 
increase in political writing, but 
they tended to seek other outlets for 
expressing their ideas." 
Brown Sugar 
"Bubbling Brown Sugar", the 
Grammy award winning Broadway 
hit will come to the Orpheum 
Theater in St. Paul, Tuesday, April 
25 through Sunday, April 30. 
The musical revue celebrates the 
fast-paced Harlem nightspots of the 
20's and 30's, with musical travels to 
such legendary hot-spots as the 
Cotton Club, Small's Paradise, and 
the Savoy Ballroom where people 
from all walks of life listened and 
danced to music of the greats. 
"Bubbling Brown Sugar" includes 
several original numbers as well as 
classics by artists such as Duke 
Ellington, Count Basie, Earl (Fatha) 
Hines, Billie Holiday, and Cab 
Calloway. 
Tickets are available at all 
Dayton's outlets and by calling the 
spotlight series box office at 
(612)333-8883. 
Volunteers 
Needed 
Anyone interested in working on 
props, costumes, or sets, for the 
Winona Community Theater is 
invited to an informational meeting 
at 7:30 p.m., April 17 at the 
Performing Arts Center. 
The meeting will be an informal 
explanation of what is involved in 
this season's production schedule 
which includes "Harvey", "Ten 
Little Indians", and "The Music 
Man." 
With Spring 
Comes Satori 
During Spring Quarter we begin have remained steady, and we are 
to anticipate the yearly issue of pleased with the continual quality of 
Satori, Winona State's Literary writing and art." 
magazine. 
0 HEMMING'S 
103 PLAZA EAST 
Music 
Center 
JUST ARRIVED OVER 
1,000 NEW DISCOUNT 
ALBUMS PRICED FROM 
Now In Stock 
Direct-To-Disc Albums 
73 WEST MARK 
We Now Have 
Blank 8-Track 
and Cassette 
Tapes By: TDK, 
MAXWELL 
MEMOREX 
AT 
SPECIAL 
PRICES! 
WE OFFER 
DISCOUNT FOR 
VOLUME PURCHASE 
WSPL Radio Welcomes 	  
DOtkii;NluibME 
FESTIVAL 
SAT., APRIL 15 - 3:00 P.M. to 11:00 P.M. 
GENERAL ADMISSION 
ADULTS $5.50 
$5.00 Advance 	At Door 
CHILDREN 
$2.00 Advance $2.50 at Door 
Enter the 
BANJO 
CONTEST 
Call Auditorium for 
Information 
EARL SCRUGGS 
REVUE 
DOUG KERSHAW 
Banjo Contest Finalists 
Will Play Throughout 
The day 
DEPOD • eft: poli 
417Sie 
MONROE DOCTRINE 
Tickets now on sale at Auditorium Box Office: Degen-Berglund Stores. Both Locations: 
Shopko Record Department; Leithold's Music. Metamorphosis Records: Hardis Music. 
Winona; Ben Franklin Store. Caledonia; Jackson Drugs in Sparta. 
TO ORDER BY MAIL: Make check or money payable to Mary E. Sawyer Auditorium for amount 
of tickets plus 25ct service charge. Enclose a self-addressed. stamped envelope and mail to 
Down Home Festival. Mary E. Sawyer Auditorium. 6th & Vine Streets. La Crosse. Wis. 53601 
MARY E. SAWYER AUDITORIUM 
MOOED IM LANDMARK PRONCTIORS NO MARY E. Mal AVOITORIAM 
NORM COUNTRY RAND 
Thanks to 
Winona State 
Students 
and Faculty 
Our First Year Was a Great One! 
hea 
uar_, 
You've Made Us Winona's 
Hair Styling Center 
Head Quarters 
84 PLAZA SQUARE 452-1741 
A new film society is beginning in 
Winona and WSU student Rick 
Range recently interviewed one of 
the society's enthusiasts, David 
Tripp. 
RR: What is your relationship or 
background in film? 
DT: I guess I've always been 
interested in old films. Back in 1975 
my wife and I owned and operated a 
film society called The Flickhouse. 
It was the first time I had been 
involved with anything like that. 
We showed mostly classic American 
films of the 20's, 30's and 40's. We 
showed the original "Hunchback of 
Notre Dame" with Lon Chaney, 
some silent Laurel and Hardy films, 
and sound films like "The African 
Queen." 
RR: Why did the Flickhouse close 
and what's to prevent the new 
society from folding? 
DT: For one thing we needed 
more attendance from the general  
public. We had pretty good attend-
ance from college students. Also my 
wife and I were both working at the 
time and it became hard to show the 
films. One way to prevent this from 
happening again is to have more 
members of the society involved in 
showing the films. 
RR: Foreign films are difficult to 
see anywhere, but especially so in 
Winona. Do you plan to show 
foreign films? 
DT: There are going to be some 
foreign films but not by the modern 
masters like Bergman and Fellini. 
We'll be showing famous silent 
German films and others that span 
the same time period as the 
American classics. 
RR: How can we find out about 
the movies? 
DT: We plan to select about six 
months worth of films so we'll know 
the showing times beforehand. 
Information will be available at all  
three colleges, on radio, and in the 
Sunday edition of the "Winona Daily 
News." 
RR: When and where are the 
films being shown? 
DT: At the start the films will be 
shown every three or four weeks in 
the basement of the Historical 
Society. Admission is $1.50 but a 
sustaining membership will prob-
ably be available for $12.50 per 
year. There's an old stove so people 
can bring popcorn or whatever. 
We'll probably discuss the films 
after each showing. We want this to 
be more than just watching a movie. 
Wednesday, April 12 
3, 6 & 9 p.m., "Super Cops", Up & 
Co. film, WSU Student Union 
8:00 p.m. Light and Sound Disco, 
CST Lourdes Hall 
Thursday, April 13 
9:00 p.m. Wanda Hoops, Newman 
Center Coffee House 
Friday, April 14 
8:00 p.m., Second Annual Muscu-
lar Dystrophy Dance-a-thon, 
WSU student Union 
8:00 p.m., Spring Dance Concert, 
CST College Auditorium 
Saturday, April 15 
Ends 4:00 p.m., Dance-a-thon, 
WSU Student Union 
8:00 p.m., Spring Dance Concert, 
CST College Auditorium 
6:30 & 9:15 p.m., "Oliver", film, 
CST Roger Bacon Lecture Hall 
6:45 & 9:15 p.m., "Bad Day at 
Black Rock", film SMC St. Yon's 
Student 
Directed 
Play is Cast 
Student director Terry Riska has 
chosen the final cast for a one act 
play, "Will the Real Jesus Christ 
Please Stand Up", by Malcom 
Marmorstein. Riska is one of two 
students chosen to direct one act 
plays. The students were chosen on 
the basis of the plays they selected 
and their planned treatment. 
The cast includes Craig Parrish, 
Jack Loring, Steve Pietras, Derrick 
Whitmore, Mary Kay Murphy, 
Terry Koll, and Steve Gwilt. Bobbi 
Kochenderfer will be the assistant 
director. 
The play concerns several actors 
who audition for the role of Jesus 
Christ. The play was orginally 
shown on television in October of 
1964 on ABC's innovative show 
"Directions '65". It was later 
adapted for the stage. 
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Hall 
Sunday, April 16 
6:45 & 9:15 p.m., "Bad Day at 
Black Rock", film, SMC St. Yon's 
Hall 
Tuesday, April 18 
7:30 p.m., Lee and Rose Warner, 
Symposium on Nuclear Energy, 
CST Auditorium 
7:30 p.m., History of Cinema, 
Winona County Historical Society 
Wednesday, April 19 
7:30 p.m., Faculty Fireside Read-
ings, Browning, CST Lourdes 
Hall, South Lounge 
Continuing Events — 
Ends April 23, Drawings by Lynn 
Grey, CST Cotter Art Center 
Ends April 21, Nan's Tree House 
— Photographs by Jan Boles, 
WSU Watkins Gallery 
The Week 
in Perspective 
AT THE BOOKSTORE 
JOSTENS RING DAY 
APRIL 24th 
10 AM to 2 PM 
Company Representative Will Be Here 
Offering A Special Ring Discount 
April 12, 1978 
Winona Film Society to Show Classics: 
Rick Range Interviews David Tripp 
BROTHERS 
COLLEGE INN 
PIZZA 	 SALAD BAR 
SPAGHETTI 	DAILY LUNCHES 
SANDWICHES \ f 	COLD BEER ON TAP 
DELIVERY SERVICE 
OPEN 11 AM TO 2 AM 
SUNDAY 4 PM TO 12 MIDNIGHT 
151E3ST 
452-7864 
WINONA 
r 	COUPON 
$1.00 Off Any Large Pizza 
Eat In or Carry Out 
Offer good until April 19, 1978 
452-7864 
, 
Some people believe that if a candle burns blue there will 
be frost. 
sophomores 
WE 
SOMMER JOBS 
ND A E E LIFE 
AFTER COLLEGE 
Army ROTC offers you a no-obligation, six-
week summer leadership program at Fort 
Knox, Ky. 
You'll earn about $450 and an opportunity 
to enter advanced ROTC next fall. That 
means extra income ($2,500 during your 
last two years of college) and leads to your 
commission as an Army officer. 
Army ROTC also offers you new career 
opportunities after college— part-time as a 
leader in Reserve while employed in the 
civilian community or full-time on active duty. 
For details and an interview appointment, 
contact: 
TIIE ARMY ROTC TWO-YEAR PROGRAM. 
FOR THE CON LIFE. 
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Volunteer Services 
To Consider 
"One Step at a Time" 
to Celebrate Birthday Consider the volunteer opportu-
nities listed below, and call Winona 
Volunteer Services, 109 W. Broad-
way (452-5591), Monday through 
Friday from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. if you're 
interested. 
WE CARE: If you need someone 
to talk to, call We Care at 452-5590. 
There are trained volunteers an-
swering the hotline from 7 p.m. to 1 
a.m. every evening. If you are 
interested in becoming a volunteer, 
training sessions will be held April 
20 from 6-10 p.m. in the Purple 
Room; April 22 from 1-5:00 p.m. in 
Dining Room C & D at Kryzsko 
Commons; April 24 from 6-10:00 
p.m. in the Purple Room; and April 
26 from 6-10 p.m. in Dining Room E 
at Kryzsko Commons. Call 452-5591 
to sign up for the training sessions. 
A First Congressional District 
Candidates Forum is being held 
April 13, at 7:30 p.m. in the Recital 
Hall of the Performing Arts Center, 
W.S.U. The forum is open to the 
public. 
Both I-R and DFL candidates 
have been invited to participate in 
the forum being sponsored by the 
Political Science Association and the 
Student Senate of Winona State. At 
the present time, Gerry Sikorski, 
Bob DuFresne, Sally Martin, Robert 
C. Olson, Jr., Dr. Campbell and Mel 
Fredrick, have confirmed their 
participation. 
The format to be used will be 
EXECUTIVE BOARD 
ELECTION DATES GIVEN 
The upcoming Student Senate 
elections include dates that are 
important to students who are filing 
for the Executive Board (Student 
Body President, Student Body Vice 
President, and Student Body Trea-
surer.) 
Deadline for filing for any of the 
executive positions is Friday, April 
14. 
Elections for these offices will be 
held Wednesday, April 26. 
Platforms should be kept to 500 
words or less, so it's possible to 
publish all of the candidate's 
platforms. These should be sent to 
The apple originated in 
Afghanistan. 
ADOPT-A-GRANDPARENT: 
Adopt a grandparent at Watkins 
United Methodist Home, Commun-
ity Memorial Hospital C & R Unit or 
Sauer Memorial Home. A workshop 
will be held April 19 at 7:00 p.m. in 
the Great Hall, Watkins United 
Methodist Home. A slide film 
presentation will be shown and 
anyone that's interested is invited 
to attend. 
THURLEY COMMUNITY ACTI-
VITIES: Share interests and talents 
with residents at the Thurley 
Community Center. Residents at 
the Thurley Homes are in need of 
household items, dressers, beds, 
etc., if they are reasonably priced, 
they will buy them. 
similar to "Meet the Press." The 
panel will include Adolph Bremer, 
Editor-in-Chief, Winona Daily 
News; Steve Murphy, News Direc-
tor, KAGE Radio; Don Norman, 
News Director, KWNO Radio; two 
faculty and students from Winona 
State. 
Each candidate will be allowed to 
speak for three minutes following a 
question and answer session with 
the panel. There will also be a short 
question and answer session with 
the audience at the end. 
Following the forum, there will be 
a reception for all members of the 
audience to talk informally with the 
candidates. 
the Winonan office (113 Phelps) as 
soon as the candidate has filed for 
office. Include name and telephone 
number on the platforms, so if there 
are any questions (regarding length, 
legibility, etc.) you can be contacted 
before the newspaper is printed. 
The qualifications for Senate 
positions include having a G.P.A. of 
2.0 or more and carrying a six credit 
minimum work load per quarter.  
by Bonnie J. Whitley 
National Volunteer Week is being 
observed April 16-22. It is also the 
first birthday of the "One Step at a 
Time" program. 
"One Step at a Time" is a program 
designed to provide buddies for 
disadvantaged children in the Win- 
by Steve Downer 
On Tuesday, Dr. Ann Sawyer 
refuted rumors that Winona State 
University's nursing program had 
lost accreditation from the Minne-
sota State Board of Nursing and the 
National League of Nursing. 
Their accreditation is "crucial" 
said Dr. Sawyer, chairperson of 
W.S.U.'s nursing program. But, she 
explained, the program was fully 
qualified in 1975 and "the worst" 
that could happen in 1979, when the 
program is looked at again, is that it 
would get a warning. However, Dr. 
Sawyer is confident that the 
program will be accredited again. 
One thing that assures her of this 
is "a constant revision of curricu-
lum." This can be seen in the drop of  
ona area. Volunteers work on a 
one-to-one basis with young people. 
The program also offers group 
activities once a month such as 
hayrides, holiday celebrations, and 
craft workshops. 
Children are referred to the 
program through school counselors, 
mental health clinics, social welfare, 
credits needed for a nursing major. 
It was 80, is currently 73, and will go 
to 65 next year. 
Dr. Sawyer explains this by 
saying, "The nursing major needs a 
broad liberal arts background." She 
says the drop in credits is 
accomplished by "absorbing one 
class into another." It is, she says, "a 
very concentrated major." 
The reason for confusion about 
W.S.U.'s program losing accredita-
tion, it seems, is due to the College 
of Saint Teresa's program losing 
theirs. Sawyer said, "People confuse 
the schools, but there is no 
connection between the two." 
Sources at Saint Teresa's con-
firmed their program did lose 
accreditation.  
and other organizations. 
Volunteers, as well as the parents 
of the children, are interviewed and 
then paired according to hobbies 
and interests. 
Executive Director of the pro-
gram, Charlotte Hensel, says that 
they have had "good reactions from 
the counselors and the parents in 
regard to the program." 
Hensel, who is also on the Board 
of Directors of Winona Volunteer 
Service, says "There are many more 
groups for which one can volunteer. 
You can 'Adopt a Grandparent,' be a 
`Big Brother,' or a 'Big Sister.' " The 
Volunteer Service runs a 'We Care' 
telephone hotline, operates 'Opera-
tion Hope,' (which collects clothes 
and toys for the underprivileged) 
and provides a 'Home Delivered 
Food Service,' and 'Volunteers in 
Courts.' There is a program called 
'RSVP' (Retired Senior Volunteer 
Program), 'The Youth Association 
for Retarded Citizens,' and of 
course the 'Boy Scouts,' Girl 
Scouts,' and 'Red Cross.' " 
Winona Volunteer Service has 
many activities planned for Volun-
teer Week beginning with a 
recognition tea, on Sunday, at which 
the Mayor will speak. Wednesday 
will be the Birthday party for "One 
Step at a Time." Saturday the Boy 
Scouts will be having an Exposition 
at the Senior High. 
There are many other activities 
planned. Anyone interested can 
contact Winona Volunteer Service 
at 109 W. Broadway, Winona, or call 
452-5591. 
HOME DELIVERED MEALS: If 
you have an extra hour a week or an 
ONE STEP AT A TIME: They hour every-other week, consider 
are having their first birthday party helping to deliver meals to the 
April 19 from 6:00-9:00 p.m. at the homebound or elderly. The meals 
Tau Center, St. Teresa College. are delivered between 11:00 a.m. 
Celebrating one year of service to and 12 noon or 4 p.m.-5:00 p.m. 
the community, the program pro- 
vides both recreational and social 	PAPER DRIVE: The date of the 
activities for disadvantaged youth next community wide paper dirve 
in the Winona Area. 	 will be May 6. Save your papers to 
help. 
Forum of the Candidates 
to be held April 13 
Executive Board 
Election Dates Given 
Nursing Program 
Refutes Rumors 
April 12, 1978 
Campus Shorts 
SMEA HOLDS ELECTIONS 
SMEA held an election for 
officers at the April 5 meeting. Next 
year's officers will be : President, 
Roxy Nelson; President-elect, Bruce 
Martin; Secretary, Sandie Shetka; 
Programs, Pam Maki; Publicity, 
Pam Adelman and Connie Wenner; 
and Treasurer, Rick Ringisen. 
BADMINTON TOURNEY 
TO BE HELD APRIL 17 
There will be a Badminton 
Double's Tournament, April 17 at 7 
p.m. in the new gym. Tophies will be 
awarded to the first place winners, 
and awards will be given for second 
and third place. 
This is part of the intramural 
program. Sign-up is in Memorial 
Hall and the deadline for signing up 
is April 14. 
TUG-OF-WAR SIGN-UP 
STARTS APRIL 12 
Entry blanks for Tug-of-War 
teams may be picked up near Dr. 
Miller's office (Room 129) Memorial 
Hall staring April 12. Three couples 
are required for each side. The 
tournament will be held Wednes-
day, May 3 at 7 p.m. in Gyms 5 and 
6. Entries must be returned to Dr. 
Miller's office by April 26. Trophies 
will be awarded to the winning 
team. 
ATTENTION STUDENTS! 
PICK UP BOOKS & CHECKS 
Students may pick up their books  
or check from the student senate 
office. If these are not picked up by 
April 20, both books and check will 
become the property of the student 
senate. 
CHEMISTRY SEMINARS 
ARE SCHEDULED 
This week's schedule for the 
Chemistry Seminars is: 
Thurs., April 13, 7:30 p.m., Pasteur 
Hall 305, LaCrosse-Winona ACS, 
Dr. Paul Gassman, University of 
Minnesota-Minneapolis, "Bent 
Bonds in Organic Chemistry" 
Monday, April 17 — 12:00 noon, 
Pasteur Hall 309, Sam Smith, 3M 
Co., St. Paul, "Living Polymers of 
THF" 
HISTORY OF WSU TO BE GIVEN 
APRIL 18 
The history of Winona State 
University will be presented 
through a panel discussion on 
Tuesday, April 18 at 7 p.m. in 
Dining Room E of the Student 
Union. 
Panelists for the discussibn will 
include: Robert DuFresne, Distin-
guished Service Professor and 
former President of Winona State; 
George Bates, Professor of History 
and Director, Southeast Minnesota 
Historical Center; Henry Hull, 
Professor of History and Lecturer 
on Minnesota History; and David 
Sterling of the Minnesota Historical 
Society. 
The discussion is being sponsored 
by the History Club of WSU. 
The Fifth Annual Spring Fashion 
Show of the Delta Zeta sorority will 
be held April 13 (Thursday) at 3:00 
p.m. in the Lounge of Kryzsko 
Commons. Everyone is invited to 
attend. 
"What's the difference 
between vision and 
sight?" 
"Do you see those two 
girls sitting in the center, 
there?" 
"Yes." 
"Well, the pretty one is 
a vision of loveliness, but 
the other one -- she's 
a sight." 
41] 	 TIkk 
I 11U)1: 
AMALGAMATED AUDIO L 
121 West 3rd, Winona, Mn. 
Across from the new AutoBank 
Ph. 452-1965 
Hours: Monday & Friday 10:00a.m.-9:00p.m. Tues., Wed., Thurs., Sot. 10:00a.m.-5:00p.m. 
Most Pioneer Models of High Fidelity 
components See 85 Models Of Stereo 
Equipment On Display...1978 Pioneer 
Line 
Feel over 1000 Knobs & Buttons 
Listen To The Best Sounds You Ever 
Heard - 
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APPLY 	NOW 
for a position on IRHC (Inter-Residence Hall 
Council) executive board. Positions open 
include: 
President 
Vice President 
Secretary 
Treasurer 
Nomination's will 	be 	received 	in 	the 	IRHC 
Office, 122 Kryzsko Commons (by Student 
Affairs) from now until 4:00, Friday, April 21 ; 
Erections will 	be 	held 	in 	the Cafeteria! 	on 
Tuesday, April 25. 
You must be a dorm resident to be eligible for 
these positions. 
Featuring Great Mexican Food 
flUNT 	• Hard & Soft shell Tacos 
CHILOTTR 	• Tacoburgers 
0 	... • Burritos 
• Beef Tostadas 
TACOS • Enchiladas 
Wf GOTTR LOTTR FLAVOR 	• 	Refried 	Beans 
• Chile 
Inside Seating or Convenient Drive-up Window 
with Intercom System. 
Choice of Mild, Hot or X-Hot Sauce Packets 
722 Bluffview Circle 	Sun.-Thurs., 
Next to Westgate 10:30 a.m.-11 :00 p.m. 
454-1743 	Fri.-Sat., 10:30 a.m.-Midnite 
Thursday 
Friday 
3 RING 
RECEIVER SPECIALS 
i;  
• 20-40% off all Pioneer, Technics, 
Kenwood Receivers 
• For example: KR-2090 — $160. 
Save on 15 watt RMS per Channel 
Receiver 
A BIG TOP OF 
TAPE DECK DISCOUNTS 
• 10 different models of cassette 
decks, reel to reels on sale. - 
• 15-35% off 
• For example: 
CTF 8282 — $295 Save $130. Front 
Load Cassette 
RT-701 $410 — Save $115.00 New 
Pioneer Reel to Reel 
CS-4000 DS $275.00 -- Save 
$110. AKAi Reel to Reel with sound 
on sound. 
TENTLOADS 
OF 
TURNTABLES 
• 8 Models 
• 20-40% OFF 
• For Example: 
PL-514 —$99 belt-drive 
Automatic return special 
GREAT SPEAKER 
SIDE SHOW 
• 20-40% OFF 
• For Example: 
HPM — $40-$89 (40% Off) on 
10" Woofer — 3-way system. 
CAR STEREO SPECIALS 
Full line of Pioneer car stereos and 
Jensen car speakers on sale. 
Example: TP: 727 8-track — List 
79.95 — Now $59.95. 
THANK 
YOU! 
TO WINONA STATE 
STUDENTS & 
FACULTY 
FOR MAKING OUR 
FIRST YEAR A SUPER 
SUCCESS AT THE 
PLAZA SQUARE 
452-8305 
Committee 
	 Membership 	 Duties 
Treasurer 
7 non-senator positions 
12 non-senator positions 
2 advisors 
1 administrative advisor 
Student Senate VP ex officio 
7 non-senator positions 
Student Affairs VP or 
designee 
9 senators 
6 non-senator positions 
2 advisors 
6 senators 
1 chief editor or manager 
and advisor from each: 
Winonan 
Satori 
Zietgiest 
KQAL 
2 non-senator positions 
9 senators 
6 non-senate positions 
2 advisors 
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The Constitution of WSU Student Association Presented 
Apri112, 1978 ,, 
There will be an open hearing for the Constitution 
of the Winona State University Student Association, 
April 17 at 7:30 p.m. in the Purple Room. This 
constitution has some changes from the previous 
one and these will be pointed out in the hearing. 
The constitution and its changes is printed below: 
Preamble 
We, the students of Winona State University (WSU) 
in order to improve our education both curricular 
and co-curricular, and to provide for self government 
hereby establish this constitution. 
Article I — Name 
The name of this organization shall be the Winona 
State University Student Association (WSUSA). 
Article II — Authorization 
The authoritative reference for this constitution are 
the statutes of the State of Minnesota and the 
provisions of State University Board Internal Rule 
302. 
Article III — Purpose 
The purpose of the organization shall be to insure 
student rights and responsibilities as defined in 
State University Board Internal Rule 302. 
Article IV — Membership 
The Winona State University Student Association 
shall consist of all students enrolled for credit not 
represented by a WSU collective bargaining agent. 
Article V — Organization 
Section 1: The officers of the Winona State 
University Student Association shall be 
the President, Vice President, and 
Treasurer elected by the Student 
Association. 
Section 2: The duties of the officers: 
A. President 
1. Shall act as spokesperson of the Student 
Association to the Minnesota State 
University Student Association, the State 
University Board, and other agencies and 
boards. 
2. Shall see that the provisions of the Student 
Association Constitution are followed. 
3. Shall be a member of the Student 
Association Meet and Discuss Team. 
4. Shall preside at Student Senate meetings 
and vote in case of a tie. 
B. Vice-President 
1. Shall discharge the duties of the President 
in his/her absence or in the event that a 
vacancy occurs. 
2. Shall perform other duties as assigned by 
the President. 
3. Shall be coordinator and ex-officio member 
on all committees of the Student 
Association. 
C. Treasurer 
1. Shall be a member of the Student Activity 
Fund Committee. 
2. Shall prepare the Student Senate budget 
and submit the budget for Student Senate 
approval. 
3. Shall be responsible for the financial affairs 
of the Student Senate and its related 
activities. 
Section 3: Eligibility requirements, term of office, 
and election procedures shall be in 
accordance with Article VII. 
Section 4: A vacancy in the office of Vice-President 
or Treasurer shall be filled within four 
academic weeks through a special 
election by the WSUSA in accordance 
with procedures developed by the elec-
tion committee (established in Article IX, 
Section 3). 
Article VI — Executive Board 
Section 1: The Executive Board shall consist of the 
President, Vice-President, Treasurer, and 
Chairpersons of the Student Affairs, 
Academic Affairs and Communication 
Affairs Committees of the Student 
Association. 
Section 2: Stipend for Executive Board officers shall 
be determined by the Student Senate 
and money for such stipends shall be 
allocated from the Student Budget with 
approval of the President of W.S.U. 
Section 3: Only Executive Board officers will receive 
a stipend. 
Article VII — Governing Agency 
Section 1: The Student Senate shall be the princi-
pal agency for student participation in 
University policy development. 
Section 2: Membership 
A. The Student Senate shall consist of members 
who are elected by the Student Association or 
appointed by the Student Senate. 
B. To be eligible for election as a senator or 
officer and sustained membership: 
1. The person must be a member of the 
Student Association as defined in Article IV 
and currently enrolled with a minimum of 6 
credits per quarter during a regular 
academic year. 
2. The student must not be on academic or 
disciplinary probation. 
C. Student Senate elections shall be held as 
follows: 
1. Officers, senior, junior, and sophomore 
senators shall be elected by the Student 
Association between midterm and two (2) 
weeks prior to spring term finals. 
2. Graduate, freshmen, and at-large senators 
shall be elected by the Student Association 
before midterm of fall quarter. 
D. Term of Office: 
1. Senators and officers elected spring quarter 
shall serve one calendar year beginning June 
1. 
2. Senators elected fall quarter shall serve from 
the date of election to June 1 to the next 
calendar year. 
Section 3: Filling Vacancies: 
A. Position vacancies of the Senate shall be 
publicized and announced to the Student 
Association for two (2) academic weeks. 
Students interested shall apply to the Senate. 
The Senate shall vote to fill the vacancy in 
accordance with procedures developed by the 
election committee (established in Article IX, 
Section 3). 
B. Terms of appointed senators shall be in 
accordance with Article VII, Section 2. 
Section 4: Organization: 
A. The Student Senate shall represent each class 
(freshman, sophomore, junior, and senior) with 
five (5) senators being elected from each class. 
The Student Senate shall have two (2) 
graduate student senators. If no graduate 
students are elected to fill the positions, the 
Senate may appoint representatives at-large. 
B. Two (2) advisors shall be chosen by the 
Student Senate from the faculty and/or 
administration of WSU at the beginning of the 
academic year. 
C. Student Senate meetings: 
1. Two thirds (2/3) of the filled membership 
of the Senate shall constitute a quorum. 
2. The Student Senate shall hold a regularly 
scheduled meeting as determined by the 
Senate. The first meeting of the newly 
elected senate shall be called by the 
President of the Student Association. 
• Built-in 
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3. Special meetings may be called at any time 
by the President of the Student Association. 
A special meeting may also be called on 
special petition of 100 students, of the 
University President. 
Section 5: lnititative and referendum 
A. A petition introduced at a regularly scheduled 
meeting containing a draft of a resolution 
signed by ten (10) percent or 100 members of 
WSUSA, whichever is smaller, shall require the 
Senate to act on the resolution. If the 
resolution is defeated in the Senate by a 
majority of voters it will go to members of the 
WSUSA for referendum. The resolution shall 
become effective if at least ten (10) percent of 
the WSUSA membership cast their votes and if 
approved by a majority of said voters. The 
Senate must vote on a resolution within fifteen 
academic days of the date a petition is 
submitted, and if a resolution is defeated by 
the senate it must be submitted for 
referendum within fifteen (15) academic days 
of the Senate vote. 
B. If within thirty (30) days of the time a 
resolution is passed by the Senate, a petition 
against the resolution signed by ten (10) 
percent or 100 members of the Senate, the 
resolution shall be suspended until it can be 
brought to a referendum. The referendum must 
take place within fifteen (15) academic days 
of the date the petition is submitted. 
C. A resolution, or the content thereof, which has 
failed a referendum may not be reintroduced 
for a period of one year. 
D. The Senate shall develop rules concerning the 
format for resolutions and the validation of 
signatures on a petition. 
E. Referendums shall be administered by the 
Elections Committee of the Senate established 
in Article IX, Section 3. 
Article VIII — Student Meet and Discuss Team 
Section 1: The Student Meet and Discuss Team is an 
agency of the Student Association acting 
in accordance with the policies of the 
State University Board Internal Rule 302, 
Section D. 
Section 2: The Meet and Discuss Team shall consist 
of six permanent members and up to 
three (3) additional members. 
A. President of the Student Association or his/her 
designee. 
B. President of IRHC or his/her designee. 
Article X — Amendment Procedures. 
Proposed amendments shall be in accordance with 
the laws, rules, or regulations of the Minnesota 
State Legislature, State University Board Internal 
Rule 302, and Winona State University. 
C. Four (4) members recommended by the 
Executive Board and approved by the Senate. 
D. Additional students (maximum of three (3) 
persons) may be requested to participate in 
Meet and Discuss Team on an ad hoc basis. 
Section 3: The Meet and Discuss Team shall: 
A. Meet with the President of the University at 
least once every two (2) months. 
B. Select their chairperson. 
C. Have a term of office for one (1) academic 
year. 
Article IX — Committees to the Student Association 
Section 1: To be elgible a student: 
A. Must not be on academic or disciplinary 
probation. 
B. Must apply to and be accepted by the Student 
Senate. 
Section 2: Committees shall be responsible to the 
Student Senate and operate in 
accordance with the Student Senate 
by-laws. 
Section 3: Committees shall be allowed the 
initiative of making their selections for 
advisors. 
Section 4: Committees 
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Softballers Sweep Martin Luther With Ease 
by Chris Neuharth 
WINONAN Sports Reporter 
Winona State's pitching with-
stood both Martin Luther's listless 
hitting and a bit of chilly weather to 
sweep a doubleheader last Saturday 
afternoon at West End Field by 
scores of 4-1 and 11-8, respectively. 
Sue Shrum started the first game 
for the Warriors and pitched nearly 
flawlessly, allowing only one Martin 
Luther runner to cross the plate in 
seven innings. 
WSU didn't wait too long to show 
everyone that they had offensive 
punch. First baseman Jean Marston 
lead off the game with a line drive 
down the left field line that rolled 
for a home run. Bernie Palcich and 
Kari Torgerson both reached base 
safely and shortstop Mary Barlety 
drove in Palcich with a bloop single 
to left. 
WSU tallied twice again in the 
second, as Marston again got on 
base and Palcich belted a homer 
over the Martin Luther's left 
fielders head, making the score 4-0 
in favor of Winona State. 
Thinclads Get 
The outdoors brought out the 
best in the WSU men's track team 
as they came home with seven 
first-place finishes and a fine per-
formance at Stevens Point in the 
Coleman Invitational, Saturday, the 
first outdoor event on the men's 
schedule this spring. 
Individually, James Washington 
took two events, the 440-yard dash 
and the 220-yard dash, while Dan 
Mueller (4:18.7 in the mile), Jim 
Wolters (13-6 in the pole vault), 
Larry Wright (9-9 in the 100-yard 
dash), and Daryl Henderson (14:04.3 
in the three-mile) were also win-
ners. 
The 440-yard relay team of 
Washington, Wright, Rick Williams, 
and Dave Stensland, also took first 
with a 43.03 second clocking. 
Brad Barber, Neal Mundahl, 
Stensland, and the mile relay team 
(Mundahl, Dean Emanuel, Mark 
Cashman, Washington) took second-
place honors, while Dennis Harpe-
stad and Tony Schiller both came in 
third. 
After four innings of scoreless 
softball, Martin Luther finally got 
on the scoreboard with a line-drive 
homer to right field. This, however, 
seemed to be a case of too little-too 
late as the Warriors held on for an 
impressive defensive victory. 
The second game turned out to be 
a little more interesting, as a 
combination of erratic pitching and 
fielding by WSU kept Martin 
Luther in the game. 
Kathy Chiglo, the Warriors 
pitcher in the second game, hurled 
three good innings before encoun-
tering control problems in the 
fourth inning. 
Winona again took an early lead 
when, in the second, they loaded the 
bases on hits by Bartley, Barb 
Schley, and Jean Lovett. Warrior 
captain Joan Mandelko then hit a 
soft grounder back to the pitcher, 
who forced Bartley at home. The 
Martin Luther catcher attempted a 
double play by firing the ball to the 
first baseman, who couldn't find the 
handle, and the ball rolled to the 
fence, allowing Schley to score, 
Lovett to take third, and Mandelko 
Hot Outdoors 
The nationally-known Drake Re-
lays come up this weekend for the 
Warrior runners. The meet will be 
held in Des Moines. 
Stout Stops 
WSU Netters 
Bob Gunner's men's tennis team 
opened its 1978 season Friday, but 
dropped a 7-2 match to UW-Stout at 
Menomonie. 
The only winners for the Winona 
State were number six singles 
player Bob Bliss, who won 6-3, 1-6, 
6-1; and the number one doubles 
team of Randy Koehler and former 
Cotter tennis and basketball stand-
out Tom Van Deinse, who beat 
Marty Leenhougs and Dave Firer 
7-6, 2-6, 6-4. 
The Warriors have a quadrangu-
lar with four NIC foes this weekend 
in Mankato. Their next home meet 
will be on April 19 with St. Olaf at 
3:30.  
second. 
Chiglo then singled to left, scoring 
Lovett. Martin Luther halted 
WSU's rally by fanning Marston. 
The roof fell in on Chiglo in the 
fourth, as she lost her control and 
was replaced by Shrum. Martin 
Luther added two more runs to take 
their first lead of the afternoon, 4-2. 
Their lead, however, proved to be 
rather short-lived as the Warriors 
exploded for seven runs in the 
bottom of the fourth. Bartley again 
started off the inning by singling, 
If last weekend's series between 
Winona State University and Bem-
idji State University was an 
indication of things to come for 
Warrior fans, it will be a season of 
the unpredictable happenings at 
Loughrey Field. • 
The four game series between the 
Warriors and the Beavers, which 
the two NIC rivals split 2-2, saw 
everything from excellent pitching 
to come-from-behind wins to just 
plain sloppy fielding by the War-
riors. 
In Friday afternoon's first game 
of a scheduled doubleheader, the 
Warriors combined power hitting 
and some excellent pitching by Tim 
Fagely to defeat the Beavers 10-1. 
The Warriors parlayed seven hits 
into three doubles and four home 
runs. Leading the attack for WSU 
was Bryan Boelter, with two home 
runs (three RBI's) and Spin Wil-
liams, who had a double and a homer 
good for four RBI's. Rich Schoene-
men added a solo homer in the sixth 
inning for the Warriors. 
Fagely's one-hit pitching perfor-
mance improved his record to 1-2. "I. 
had everything working", he said. 
The lefty's pitching repertoire 
consists of a fastball, curveball, 
slider, and a changeup. 
Coach Gary Grob said that Fagely 
"dazzled them" Friday. Pitching 
coach Terry Kieffer added that he 
was "pitching the way he knows 
how to." 
Friday's second game saw the 
Warriors rally from a 4-1 deficit in 
the fifth inning to tie the game in 
the sixth before darkness brought a 
halt to the contest in the seventh. 
The Warriors scored first in the 
opening inning on a walk to Jeff 
Ratner. Ratner stole second, and 
scored on Williams' single. 
The lead did not last long. The 
Beavers scored three in the second 
as four walks by WSU starter Greg 
Pingry hurt. "Greg was one pitch 
away from getting out of the 
inning", Grob remarked later, as 
Pingry went to several 3-2 counts on 
the hitters he walked. 
BSU added a solo run in the fifth, 
but Boelter blasted his third homer 
of the afternoon in the bottom of the 
fifth to narrow the margin to 4-2. 
Boelter, the Warriors' center-
fielder, said later he "got good 
pitches and he hit them." Boelter, 
who ironically hit in the ninth spot 
on Friday, said that the pitches he 
hit were fastballs. 
The Warriors tied the score at 4-4 
in the sixth on a walk to 
Schoeneman, a double by Williams, 
Schley punched a single to left, and 
Cheryl Pingrey walked. Shrum 
reached first on an error, scoring 
Bartley. Marston then singled home 
Schley and the scene was set. Left 
fielder Barb Walker jumped on a 
pitch and parked it somewhere in 
the vicinity of St. Teresa's for a 
grand slam. Stacy Vagts followed by 
putting the frosting on the cake by 
ripping a home run over the head of 
Martin Luther's exhausted center 
fielder, raising the score to 9-4. 
Shrum turned the mound over to 
a sacrifice fly by Steve Morgan, and 
walks to Buddy O'Connell, Steve 
Braser, and Boelter. 
"I was quite satisfied with our 
play today (Friday)," Grob said. 
"We hustled, hit well, made some 
good plays, and we came from 
behind in the second game." 
The Beavers scored quickly in the 
continuation of the game on 
Saturday. Kim Johnson reached 
first on an error, was sacrificed to 
second, and scored on Jack Larson's 
single. Mark Dunlap absorbed the 
loss for the Warriors. 
The Beavers won the third game 
of the series 5-4 in eight innings. 
Pete Maus' double in the top of the 
eighth drove in Daryl Wattercott 
with the winning run. Dunlap again 
was saddled with the loss for WSU. 
The Warriors produced the come-
from-behind victory in the fourth 
game as they were down 5-0 at one 
point, only to come back and win 9-6. 
The Warriors scored twice in both 
the fourth and fifth innings, but the 
big damage was done in the sixth 
inning. Kelly Boyd drove in two 
runs with a single to put the 
Warriors ahead 7-6, and Gerard 
Rohl added his second double of the 
cold afternoon to drive in another 
two runs. 
Pitcher Scot Ender picked up the 
win for the Warriors in relief of  
freshman Lisa Schmidt in the sixth. 
WSU scored a pair of insurance runs 
in the sixth, one an encore home run 
by Walker. This upped the score to 
11-4. WSU withstood a last inning 
rally by Martin Luther, but once 
again they seemed to run out of time 
as the Warriors won, 11-8. 
Coach Steve Juaire's team may 
have a tougher time this weekend 
when they tangle with Southwest 
State on Saturday afternoon at two 
o'clock in Marshall. Next home 
game for the Warriors is Thursday, 
April 20 against Mankato State. 
Williams. Ender allowed only one 
hit and two baserunners in two and 
a third innings. 
"We beat ourselves the first two 
games with errors", Grob said later, 
"But that's to be expected from a 
young ballclub like ours." 
Winona State travels to Moor-
head State this weekend to play the 
Huskies. The Warriors do not 
return home until April 25, when 
Mankato State comes to town. 
Fagely Hurls One-Hitter 
Warriors Split With Bemidji 
In Initial NIC Series 
by Mike Killeen 
WINONA Sports Reporter 
What you 
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WINDFLOWER 
Color 
Diamonds that are abso-
lutely "white" or color-
less are very rare and 
are valued accordingly. 
A colorless diamond, 
even if it contains slight 
imperfections, is worth 
more than a diamond of 
average color. 
Every ArtCarved Dia-
mond is guaranteed to 
meet traditionally high 
standards for fine color. 
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Tired Tennis Team Tops Luther, Duluth 
by Joe Bissen 
WINONAN Sports Editor 
It's hard to say whether the 
members of the WSU women's 
tennis team are Jackson Browne 
fans, but last weekend, they 
apparently were "running on emp-
ty" a little too long, as they started 
the week charged up but ran out of 
gas by week's end. 
The Warriors completely domin-
ated Luther College on Tuesday, 
sweeping all nine matches. Then on 
Friday, they split with Mankato and 
UM-Duluth, losing 6-3 to the 
Mavericks and stopping the Bulldog 
women 8-1. 
But by the time Saturday rolled 
around, coach Lavonne Fiereck said, 
the Warriors were just too tired to 
compete with either St. Olaf College 
or Carleton College, and dropped 9-0 
and 8-1 decisions to those teams,  
respectively. 
Number five singles player Mau-
reen McKenna was the only winner 
on Saturday, as she squeezed by 
Carleton's Kris Bredendeck 5-7, 6-2, 
7-5. 
Against Mankato on Friday, 
Kathy Bull and Joan Brunjes were 
winners in singles, while McKenna 
and Peggy Hayes combined to post 
the lone WSU doubles win. 
Hayes, Bull, and McKenna, along 
with Pat Redmond and Dianna 
Chatman, were all singles winners 
over their Duluth opponents. The 
teams of Bull-Brunjes, Redmond-
Judy Hoffer, and Hayes-McKenna 
were victors in doubles. 
"We got kind of a lesson this 
weekend," Fiereck said. "Those are 
fine teams." But she added, "It can't 
help but help us out," and pointed 
out that her netters have now 
played against the best teams in 
Minnesota. 
The outstanding 9-0 performance 
against Luther, a "traditionally 
strong" team in the words of 
Fiereck, was played in New 
Memorial Hall Tuesday in front of a 
handful of fan. 
The score didn't lie, either, as the 
Warriors even took three exhibition 
matches from their Iowa foe. 
Chatman won a singles match which 
didn't add to the Warrior team 
score, then turned around to team 
up with Tina Switch to grab a 
doubles contest from Luther. 
Hoffer won the other exhibition 
match. 
Luther, in fact, won just one set 
the whole afternoon. That came in 
Pat Redmond's 6-0, 3-6, 7-6 triumph 
over Kathy Law. Redmond, inci-
dentally, spent nearly four consecu-
tive hours on the court that day, 
since she began singles action  
almost immediately after she and 
Hoffer had defeated Barb Booth and 
Pat Oxford 7-6, 6-3 in doubles play. 
Number one singles player 
Hayes, coming off her tournament 
win the weekend before, baffled 
Luther's Booth to win her match 6-0, 
6-0. 
In all, WSU captured 113 games 
while allowing Luther to win just 
40. 
The team looked stronger in the 
early season meet that it did at any 
time during the 1977 season. 
Fiereck agreed, saying, "We're 
playing with much more confidence 
that we did last year. There is more 
depth on the team." 
She classified the win as a 
"pleasant" one. 
The Warriors, now 3-3 in dual 
meets this spring, go to Marshall 
this Saturday to meet Southwest 
State, then return home to face 
Mankato State in a rematch 
outdoors on the WSU tennis courts 
Tuesday at 3:00. 
Butlman Sets 
Shot Put 
Record 
A new shot put record helped lead 
the Winona State women's track 
team to a third place finish at the 
Gustavus Adolphus Invitational 
Track meet at St. Peter Saturday. 
Carol Bultman hurled the shot 37 
feet, three and a quarter inches for a 
new school record and first place. Jo 
Bushell added a fourth place finish 
in the event, the Warriors first trip 
outdoors this spring. 
Carol Schmiedeke took a first 
place in the 440-meter hurdles with 
a time of 1:17.8, while Deb Neilson 
finished second in 1:19.2. Schmie-
deke added a second in the 
100-meter hurdles at 17.3 seconds, 
while Sharon Patterson took fourth. 
Robin Erdman tied for fourth in 
the 220-yard dash, and Mary 
Gosselin added a third in the 
three-mile run. The 440 and 
880-yard relay teams also placed 
second and fourth, respectively. 
Gustavus won the meet with 107 
points, Bethel College was second 
with 94 while the Warriors had 89 
points. 
